Security And Privacy Issues In IoT Smart Cities
IOT AND SMART CITIES
What is IoT?
Internet of things is a system of those devices, appliances or machines which has the ability to
transfer the data over internet without the need of human to human interface.

What is a smart city?
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Smart city is an area where internet of things sensor are used to collect data of citizens or
devices that is processed or analyzed traffic management, power systems, water managements
etc.

SECURITY AND PRIVACY
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Security means protection of a data from unauthorized access where as privacy means
protection of personal identification information. Security can be achieved without privacy but
privacy cannot be achieved without security:
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Constrained devices.
Weak encryption
Botnet Activities Related Security Threats in IoT Smart Cities
Leakage in Data Sensing
Threats of AI in Smart Cities
RFID Tags of Smart Cities Cause Data Privacy Issues

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
It is yet to be answered if a smart city has advantages or not.
After looking at many scholarly articles it will be too early to say if smart cities are successful or
not. Looking at the privacy and security issues, a lot needs to be done in order to make smart
cities secure.

SOLUTION
Multitenancy, a serious problem, can be solved by creating a separate virtual LAN.
No leakage of data
Strict regulations required to protect cyber security
Stop Artificial intelligence to access data
Make it secure from DoS, Man In the Middle etc attacks

CONCLUSION
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As this project suggests that IoT is playing an important role in order to make on city into
smarter but there have been privacy and security issues. Some measures need to be taken in
order to make smart city more secure and have more privacy. There is no doubt IoT smart city
has many benefits but few disadvantages has make it questionable.
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